
The Darksiders. 

In a city far, far away from the real world lurks a consortium of evildoers they go by various names: 

democrats, progressives, socialists, communists, anarchists.  Collectively they are the “Darksiders”.  They 

are the precursors to the Siths and Rens who look to dominate the world with their overlord attitude 

that they know best for all.  They will not rest until they take all your money, nationalize your 

businesses, remove free choice and determine what jobs or careers under which you will toil.  Wow 

sounds like the hidden planet NOKO. 

In case you think this is an exaggeration let me remind you of a few recent events.  Obamacare was 

forced upon the voters, no free choice there; the Darksiders would not reduce your taxes, they want to 

keep your money; Obamacare was the first step in nationalizing healthcare;  the Darksiders shut down 

the coal industry, stopped oil companies from drilling. 

The Darksiders embarked on a plan to interfere with the national election of the president.  They utilized 

dirty tricks and employed nefarious FBI and DOJ employees to assist them.  All the while the Darksiders’ 

Master and Apprentices broke campaign laws, violated national security protocols and enjoyed Pay-to-

Play schemes to enrich themselves.  All this activity was done with the aid of the national media, either 

by commission or omission of journalistic blather. 

The Darksiders are battling a stranger to D.C., Darksider City, a Trumpian who wields a powerful sword 

that Tweets when thrusted.  By no means is this stranger a do-gooder, but he is enchanted with draining 

the Swamp that encircles Darksider City and swallows up the freedoms of the citizenry.  The golden-

haired Trumpian is attacked by the sycophants of the Darksiders on not only a daily basis, but by the 

hour.  Thus far he has withstood the attacks and managed to bring jobs to citizens, lower taxes, nearly 

annihilate the ISIS caliphate, removed barriers to businesses and most of all restored “Merry” to 

Christmas. 

Let us hope this fair-haired Trumpian can persevere and wall of the drug lords and the illegal aliens; 

rebuild the roads, bridges and airports; restore faith in our legal system; build a strong military defense 

against the tyranny of Darksiders from other countries and planets. 
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